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FINANCIAL AID’S ROLE IN

MEETING STATE COLLEGE

COMPLETION GOALS

Abstract
This brief utilizes the most recent and rigorous finan-
cial aid research to inform state higher education leaders
about innovative and effective financial aid practices. By
simplifying aid eligibility requirements, improving the
aid application process, and engaging in early awareness
efforts, states could improve the effectiveness of exist-
ing aid programs. Additionally, by targeting aid in ways
that encourage college completion, more students (par-
ticularly those who are most constrained by finances)
will improve their chances of earning postsecondary de-
grees. In recent years, several states have adopted goals
of greatly increasing educational attainment levels, so
we argue that innovative financial aid policy reform is
one of the necessary steps toward meeting these goals.
This brief can inform ongoing policy negotiations be-
tween state commissioners of higher education, state
education task forces, and education and workforce leg-
islative committees.
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FINANCIAL AID

CONTEXT
Since 2010, thirty-one states have established “College Completion Agendas”
with the goal of increasing the share of citizens earning postsecondary degrees
and certificates. Citing projections that two in three jobs will require postsec-
ondary credentials by the end of the decade, state policy makers and higher
education leaders are seeking ways to encourage more individuals to invest
in human capital (Carnevale, Smith, and Strohl 2010). For example, the Utah
Board of Regents set a statewide goal of having 66 percent of Utah adults be-
tween ages 25 and 64 earn a postsecondary degree by 2020. The Tennessee leg-
islature passed the College Completion Act in 2010 to develop and implement a
plan for adding 20,000 more degree recipients into the labor market each year.
Similarly, Virginia’s Governor Bob McDonnell signed Executive Order No. 9
in 2010 to facilitate the state’s plan of having more than half of all working-age
adults hold postsecondary credentials by 2025 (Zumeta et al. 2012).

Although completion goals vary across states, they share a common objec-
tive: to encourage more individuals to invest in human capital. When more
individuals access and complete college, they are expected to enjoy higher
salaries, have lower unemployment rates, and be less likely to depend on pub-
lic assistance (Kane and Rouse 1995; Paulsen 2001). Due to these positive
outcomes, public investment in human capital should yield positive societal
benefits including healthier, more prosperous, and more engaged communi-
ties. Only 38.7 percent of adults aged 25 to 64 currently hold postsecondary
credentials nationwide, however, so millions more residents of all ages must
complete degree programs if states are to accomplish their educational and
workforce goals (U.S. Census Bureau 2012). But how can this be done? How
can state policy makers encourage more individuals to invest in postsecondary
education?

Setting a statewide attainment goal is but the first step in actually improv-
ing educational opportunities and outcomes for students. State leaders must
also take stock of existing policies and programs that influence individuals’
decisions to invest in postsecondary education. Financial aid is one policy
instrument states can use to encourage more individuals to invest in postsec-
ondary education. Accordingly, this brief highlights some of the challenges
and opportunities associated with reforming state financial aid programs to
align with educational goals, and it summarizes the most recent and rigor-
ous evidence of “what works” in terms of financial aid’s impact on college
access and completion. Whereas much of the literature focuses on state aid
for students pursuing bachelors degrees, the issues discussed in this brief are
also relevant to students pursuing associates degrees or certificates in com-
munity colleges. The brief concludes with recommendations for aligning state
financial aid policy with state college completion agendas.
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TRENDS IN STATE AID
States are encouraging more individuals to pursue postsecondary education
during an era of persistently rising tuition. Unfortunately, even after account-
ing for students’ background characteristics and past academic performance,
increases in tuition without equivalent increases in financial aid discourage
students from enrolling and persisting in college (Deming and Dynarski 2010).
This is particularly the case for lower-income students and individuals who are
unaware of how the financial aid system works, many of whom overestimate
the costs of college and may be discouraged from enrolling due to these mis-
perceptions (Horn, Chen, and Chapman 2003; Scott-Clayton 2012). Although
aid is likely to have different impacts on different students, researchers have
found that a $1,000 decrease in the net price of tuition is associated with a 3–6
percentage point increase in the likelihood of enrolling in college (Deming
and Dynarski 2010; Leslie and Brinkman 1987).

In 2012, published tuition and fees averaged $8,655 for public four-year
colleges and $3,131 for public community colleges; these values have risen
by 66 percent and 47 percent, respectively, over the past decade (College
Board 2012a). Tuition is rising at public colleges during a time when family
incomes are falling and the pipeline of K–12 students are becoming more
socioeconomically diverse (Pew Research Center 2012; WICHE 2012). This
is putting increased demand on existing state grant aid programs, many of
which are not designed to meet these growing needs. Total state grant aid has
only increased by 10.4 percent during this period, with the average award now
approximately $660 per student (NASSGAP 2012). Figure 1 displays changes
in tuition relative to aid in order to rank which states have increased these two
items faster (or more slowly) than national averages. This illustrates how some
states increased tuition while simultaneously increasing aid (i.e., “high-tuition,
high-aid”), whereas others increased tuition but not necessarily in conjunction
with aid (“high-tuition, low-aid”).

All fifty states provide student financial aid in the form of need-based or
non-need-based (i.e., merit-based) grants and scholarships. States invest more
than $9 billion annually in these programs, with the majority (71 percent)
of total aid being need-based (NASSGAP 2012). Interestingly, five states
(California, New York, Texas, Pennsylvania, and Illinois) account for half of
total spending on need-based aid, meaning there is wide variation across the
states with regard to the design and scale of need-based aid programs. In
states that operate smaller need-based aid programs, the federal Pell Grant
often becomes the de facto source of aid for students. Reliance on the federal
aid program is not enough to help students pay for college, as the award covers
a small and steadily declining share of college tuition (College Board 2012b;
Dynarski and Scott-Clayton 2013). In contrast, non-need-based aid programs
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Figure 1. Changes in Public Four-Year Tuition and State Grant Aid, 2005–2010

have become popular over the past two decades and today 29 percent of all
state aid is awarded on students’ past academic performance (NASSGAP 2012).
Instead of targeting aid according to students’ need, these programs base eli-
gibility on students’ high school grades and/or standardized test scores. As a
result, these merit-based programs tend to benefit students who would likely
attend college even without the subsidy (Heller and Marin 2002; Dynarski
2004a; Cohodes and Goodman 2012).

INNOVATIVE PRACTICES—SUMMARY OF WHAT WORKS
States do not necessarily need to increase the amount of aid in order to im-
prove college completion. Although more aid can increase participation and
completion, the most recent and rigorous financial aid studies have identified
several effective strategies to improve student outcomes without increasing
total aid (Bettinger 2012). In recent years, aid advocates have urged policy
makers to move beyond the traditional “need/merit” model and focus on how
to leverage existing aid programs to increase students’ odds of enrolling in
and completing college (Baum et al. 2012). By reframing the aid debate away
from the “need/merit” model, policy makers will focus on program designs
that emphasize the importance of aligning aid with statewide goals of en-
rollment and completion. The following discussion highlights evidence-based
strategies that have been successful in terms of increasing students’ access to
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and completion of postsecondary education. The most effective aid programs
do not simply lower tuition via grants but they also (1) provide students with
clear information about how to apply for aid; (2) have simple eligibility criteria;
(3) make early commitments to students; and (4) are well targeted to the state’s
policy goals.

Funding levels matter, but incorporating these design elements into aid
programs should improve the overall cost-effectiveness and enrollment im-
pacts of state grant aid (see Castleman and Terry-Long 2012, Deming and
Dynarski 2010, Dynarski 2003, and Kane 2003, for examples).

Innovation Number 1: Provide Clear/Personalized Application Information

Effective aid programs provide clear information about the actual costs of
attending college and help students estimate how much aid they will need
to cover these costs. Applying for aid is one of the first steps in the college
application process; in order to receive financial aid, students must first file a
Free Application for Student Financial Aid (FAFSA). The U.S. Department of
Education recently simplified the FAFSA form and most students now apply
online. Although these improvements should help more students apply for
aid, the FAFSA application process is still overly complex (Scott-Clayton 2012).

In Ohio, researchers tested whether personalized assistance increased stu-
dents’ odds of applying for aid. The researchers randomly assigned tax prepa-
ration specialists at H&R Block to help parents file FAFSAs while they were
completing their taxes. Some tax filers received the additional assistance, and
others simply received FAFSA informational brochures and did not receive
assistance. The results provided clear evidence that parents who received the
personal assistance were not only more likely to file the FAFSA, but their
children attended college at higher rates. The program cost less than $100 per
filer, took less than ten minutes to complete, and increased college participa-
tion rates by 8 percent (Bettinger et al. 2012).

When students (or their parents) do not receive adequate assistance or
information about the college-going process and state aid programs, they may
leave money on the table and they will be more likely to overestimate how much
money is necessary to attend college (Horn, Chen, and Chapman 2003). As
a result, this could discourage many from pursuing a degree. Although infor-
mational brochures, Web sites, and television commercials may help deliver
this information, such passive techniques are not as effective as programs that
actively engage students and their families through the aid application process.

Innovation Number 2: Simplify Eligibility Criteria

By making simple eligibility requirements, it is plausible that students will
be better able to plan for college, both academically and financially. Georgia’s
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HOPE scholarship stands out as one of the most simple and easily understood
programs in the country—high school graduates who earn a 3.0 GPA are
not required to pay tuition at public four-year colleges in the state. Most
high school students are not only knowledgeable about the scholarship, they
also know the necessary high school GPA required to be eligible for the aid
(Deming and Dynarski 2010). This is likely because 40 percent of high school
graduates are eligible for the award (Governor’s Office of Student Achievement
2011). This program has been successful in raising enrollment and completion,
particularly among undergraduate women (Cornwell, Mustard, and Sridhar
2006; Dynarski 2008). Though the size of the aid matters, as each $1,000
in aid increases attendance by 4–6 percent, it is noteworthy that the state’s
simple eligibility requirements can also help students plan for college, both
financially and academically (Deming and Dynarski 2010; Scott-Clayton 2012).

One challenge of operating broad-based merit aid programs is that, al-
though simple to understand, many eligible recipients may have enrolled in
college even without the subsidy. In Massachusetts, for example, approxi-
mately 75 percent of the state’s merit-based scholarship (Adams scholarship)
recipients would have enrolled even without the subsidy, and similar obser-
vations have been made about Georgia’s HOPE scholarship (Cohodes and
Goodman 2012; Dynarski 2004a; Heller and Marin 2002). Each state will
determine how best to balance simplicity with complexity, where broad-based
programs may be simple to understand and implement but lack the complexity
of targeting aid to students who are most constrained by finances (Baum et al.
2012).

Innovation Number 3: Make Early Commitments to Increase Awareness

Effective aid programs reach out to students before high school. Researchers
have found that students’ financial circumstances do not change considerably
over time, so early interventions may be effective ways of promoting college
access and completion. For example, most eighth graders who are eligible for
the National School Lunch Program remain eligible for the program four years
later (Heller 2006). Similarly, it is possible to use prior years’ tax information
to predict whether students will be aid-eligible in future years (Dynarski and
Wiederspan 2012). Children who live in (or near) poverty will likely still be
in poverty by the time they are college-bound, so early awareness may be
especially effective for helping these individuals prepare for and succeed in
college.

Because most states (and the federal government) do not offer early aid
interventions, students often do not know how much money they will re-
ceive until after they apply and are admitted to college. Indiana’s 21st Century
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Scholars program reaches out to middle school students to provide them with
personal information about the costs and benefits of college. The program
also promises free tuition to middle schoolers who are eligible for Free and
Reduced Price Lunch, are Indiana residents, and will graduate from an Indi-
ana high school with a 2.0 GPA. Students must stay drug- and crime-free to
receive the award and meet academic requirements to keep the awards once
enrolled in college. Correlational analysis of this program finds that students
who receive the award participate in college at higher rates than nonawarded
students (St. John et al. 2004). By integrating early notification efforts into
these programs, students and their families can anticipate and plan for paying
for college. These early intervention efforts are a critical component of effective
aid designs (Scott-Clayton 2012).

Innovation Number 4: Align Aid with State Completion Goals

Effective aid programs are clearly aligned with state goals. If a state is commit-
ted to increasing college access and completion, then aid should be distributed
according to these ends. One possible way to increase completion is by requir-
ing aid recipients to enroll in at least thirty credit hours per semester while
maintaining at least a 3.0 GPA. West Virginia’s PROMISE scholarship pro-
gram operates according to this model and evidence suggests this strategy is
increasing participation and completion rates in the state (Scott-Clayton 2011a).
The scholarship increased graduation rates by nearly 4 percentage points, and
it increased students’ time to degree completion by 7 percentage points.

Similarly, MDRC evaluations of “performance-based” scholarships sug-
gest that supplemental aid results in students attempting and completing
more credit hours (Scrivener and Coghlan 2011). This outcome has not been
replicated in all of MDRC’s studies, yet researchers note it as a promising inno-
vation (Dynarski and Scott-Clayton 2013; Patel and Rudd 2012; Scott-Clayton
2012). One of the challenges of connecting aid to academic progress is that
various factors (beyond aid) explain why some students take longer to complete
college than others. In particular, when students work longer hours to cover
educational expenses, their likelihood of dropping out rises and (for those who
stay enrolled) so does time-to-degree (Bound, Lovenheim, and Turner 2012).
Additionally, when colleges have resource constraints or are already operating
at their maximum capacity, these institutional barriers can slow down stu-
dents’ progress even when aid is available (Bound, Lovenheim, and Turner
2012).

In order for the state to reach its completion goals, policy makers may
be inclined to integrate these enrollment incentives into the program design.
In the MDRC example, performance-based scholarships were coupled with
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mentoring and counseling programs for community college students in several
different states, and aid recipients were 8 percentage points less likely to
withdraw from college (Scrivener et al. 2008). Considering the work of Bound,
Lovenheim, and Turner (2012), it is clear that there is no silver bullet to
increasing college completion and that mediating factors such as work and the
institutional resources of a college also matter. For policy makers, aid reforms
could be more attentive to these work-related factors and to the role institutions
play in contributing to students’ educational outcomes.

Summary

State aid programs play an important role in encouraging more students to
invest in human capital. But grant programs are not the only financial aid
policy instrument available for helping states meet their educational goals.
States also provide tax-free college savings accounts to help students pay for
college and these accounts benefit individuals who have tax liability and enough
discretionary income to set aside savings. Because most individuals from low-
income families either have no tax liability or are financially stretched too thin,
these accounts tend to benefit upper-income households (Dynarski 2004b).
Students can also receive aid from federal and state work study, but these
programs are very small relative to grant programs, and researchers have
found work study can negatively impact enrollment outcomes (Scott-Clayton
2011b). Additionally, the federal Pell Grant supports students but this program
has been unable to maintain its purchasing power over the past several years
and is designed to be the baseline (rather than sole) source of aid for low-
income students (College Board 2012b; Curs, Singell, and Waddell 2007).
Nevertheless, state grant aid programs play an important and significant role
in encouraging college participation and these programs are a clear policy lever
state officials can use as part of their broader strategy of encouraging more
individuals to invest in education.

IMPLEMENTING INNOVATIVE PRACTICES
The following recommendations should be useful in state planning efforts to
better align financial aid policies with college completion goals.

1. Consolidate State Grant Aid Programs To Have Simple

and Easily Understood Eligibility Requirements

During the 2010–11 academic year, states operated 227 separate grant programs
(Baum et al. 2012). By operating an average of four or five programs, states
introduce unnecessary complexity into the already complicated financial aid
system. Operating multiple programs can increase administrative costs and
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Table 1. Hypothetical Criteria for Simple State Grant Aid Eligibility

Family Income Grant % of Family Income

$0 $4,000 –

$20,000 $4,000 20

$25,000 $3,500 14

$30,000 $3,000 10

$35,000 $2,500 7

$40,000 $2,000 5

$45,000 $1,500 3

$50,000 $1,000 2

$55,000 $500 1

$60,000 $0 0

Source: Adapted from Baum et al. 2012.

make it more difficult for students, families, and counselors to understand
requirements for these programs. As a result, students may be unaware of
the eligibility requirements, may not know how much aid is available from
these programs, and may be uninformed about the procedures to apply for
aid programs. By consolidating state grant programs into simple and easily
understood programs, states can reduce this unnecessary information barrier.

Under a consolidated program, states could be more effective in terms
of connecting students to financial resources. New York’s need-based Tu-
ition Assistance Program (TAP) and Georgia’s merit-based HOPE scholarship
programs stand out as examples of simple, consolidated strategies that re-
duce complexity by having easily understood eligibility requirements. These
programs can then help students whose enrollment decisions are most con-
strained by finances by providing larger awards to lower-income students.
Table 1 offers an example of how this aid could be allocated, although
states should design their own eligibility thresholds according to their unique
needs and resources. For instance, states may prefer to follow Minnesota and
Missouri’s example by setting higher eligibility thresholds that benefit stu-
dents just beyond the federal Pell Grant eligibility limit (Baum et al. 2012).
Regardless of the eligibility threshold, the guiding principle remains: Make aid
simple to understand so prospective students can financially and academically
plan for college.

2. Place Early Awareness at the Center of the Consolidated Aid Program

Simplifying eligibility and consolidating programs are not sufficient to resolve
a state’s completion challenges, so these innovations should be coupled with
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early awareness efforts to maximize the impact of aid reform. If state aid pro-
grams are simple and easily understood, and students are familiar with the
FAFSA requirements early in their educational careers, then students and their
families could prepare for college well before the student is ready to enroll. Ap-
plying the example from Ohio, states could integrate FAFSA completion into
the early intervention efforts. For example, providing resources for families to
complete their FAFSAs during tax season or even as part of high school exit
exams could be one strategy to help financially prepare for college.

Because most students who are eligible for Free and Reduced Lunch are
later eligible for the federal Pell Grant, the national school lunch program could
provide an excellent opportunity for early awareness (Heller 2006; Kelchen and
Goldrick-Rab 2012). By having simple and broad-based programs, states could
provide early notification to help students financially prepare for college as early
as middle or high school. Perhaps states could go even further by investing
“seed” money into an educational savings account to help students/families
financially prepare for college. This would not only target aid to those who
are the most constrained by finances, but it could also help develop a college-
going culture where the state’s youth may see that college is an option far
before entering high school (Tierney and Hagedorn 2002; Luna De La Rosa
2006). This early intervention component is a hallmark of Indiana’s and
Oklahoma’s programs, so other states could follow their lead by investing in
early commitments to students.

3. Target Aid in Ways that Align with State Completion Goals

By simplifying the eligibility criteria and offering early awareness and early
financial aid commitments, states will be able to operate more impactful aid
programs. States may find it useful, however, to target aid with their broader
completion goals because most states do not include incentives for grant
recipients to persist through college. By providing incentives for students to
enroll full-time immediately after high school, for instance, the likelihood of
completing college also increases (Bozick and DeLuca 2005). For adults who
often cannot enroll full-time due to work, aid could be matched with short-
term performance targets, such as earning a certain number of credits, as a
strategy for encouraging degree completion (Baum et al. 2012).

Aid reforms could follow West Virginia’s example by offering performance
incentives to encourage students to take more credit hours and to persist until
degree completion. Granting students larger financial awards later in their
academic careers may be a sufficient incentive to help them make progress
toward degree completion. To keep this performance model simple, states
could award $1,000 larger awards for every thirty credit hours completed, up to
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120 total credit hours. In this case, raising awareness is not the only important
factor in the program’s success; rather, having “concrete motivation” is also a
critical design element (Scott-Clayton 2012).

An additional way to align aid with college completion is by encourag-
ing more individuals to attend colleges that have a track record of retaining
and graduating students. Too often, finances and the ability to pay for col-
lege lead students to “under match” with their colleges; as a result, students
may make educational decisions based on financial rather than academic cri-
teria (Bowen, Chingos, and McPherson 2009). Massachusetts’ merit-based
Adams scholarship illustrates this phenomenon, where the financial aid ac-
tually induced students to attend lower-cost institutions that have relatively
low graduation rates. The probability of graduating on time (i.e., within four
years) reduced by more than 40 percent among scholarship recipients attend-
ing these colleges (Cohodes and Goodman 2012). Institutions matter in terms
of helping students complete their degrees, so it is important for states to
not only raise awareness about aid programs but also about the academic re-
quirements, course offerings, institutional resources, and completion rates of
colleges. When targeting their aid, states should encourage students to make
educational decisions based on academic rather than financial reasons.

CONCLUSION
States have the opportunity to redesign and consolidate existing aid programs
that are: (1) simple to understand, (2) provide early awareness, and (3) en-
courage completion. This brief outlines cost-effective strategies that have been
proven to improve educational opportunities and outcomes for students. By
moving away from the old “need/merit” aid model and adopting a new model
based on effective practices, states may be able to address the challenges of
meeting their educational attainment goals.

Although financial aid is a “blunt instrument” for increasing college suc-
cess, the recommendations outlined in this brief are based on the most recent
and rigorous evidence that aid can indeed help students succeed in college
(Bettinger 2012). It is noteworthy that some observers question whether state
completion goals are even achievable. Considering that college attainment
rates have increased modestly (less than 0.5 percent annually) over the past
two decades, it may be difficult to meet the ambitious targets that many states
have set (Hauptman 2012). Nevertheless, we hope this brief encourages state
policy makers to ask “what works?” in terms of leveraging financial aid to meet
state educational goals. Thirty-one states have adopted college completion goals
and many of the nation’s most influential educational philanthropies (e.g., the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and Lumina Foundation) and the National
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Governor’s Association are also supporting state efforts to increase college
attainment (Hall and Thomas 2012). By using this momentum as an oppor-
tunity for reform, states can leverage aid in ways that build a college-going
culture where more individuals will invest in human capital.

We would like to thank two anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments on earlier
versions; any errors or oversights are our own.
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